
Second Class (Ms. Shanley) 

Hello  Second Class.  Well done on the work you did about  the  favourite toys.  This week’s first 

assignment on Google Classroom is to send some of your  Grammar Book/ sentences to me.  For the  

second assignment you have to watch a short video about Matisse from the Tate Modern and then 

do your own cut-outs like the artist to make a picture.   Remember to keep reading as much as 

possible. Next Saturday was to be the First Holy Communion.  Don’ t be too disappointed as it will 

happen at a later date.  Keep up all the hard work and do your best.  

 Very best wishes,   Teacher. 

Continue with your reading,  spellings, tables, Master Your Maths, Grammar Book , sentences and 

free writing.  

    May 11th
th

- May 15
th

.     Grammar Book p. 58+59,    tables 6+ and -6, Master Your Maths -Week 28 

Go to www.theschoolhub.ie/sample.php   to revise your tables. 

 

Grow in Love:    Theme 9-   Lesson 1      p. 50+51 

(For free access to resources go to www.growinlove.ie      email    trial@growinlove.ie   password 

growinlove) 

 

 S.E,S.E. 

Caring for the Environment. 

Go to www.rainbow.cjfallon.ie 

Click on Second Class/Unit 9 

This unit is all about recycling. There is an interactive poster to use, a short poem to listen to, a 

slideshow to watch and vocabulary games 1, 2, 3, and 4 to play. 

  

 

Continue with this additional work  online if possible. 

-  Maths:   -  

-  Work on Mangahigh. 

-  Other online Maths - Go to http://mycjfallon.ie, click on Student Resources, go to Second 

Class Online books and click on  Brain Teasers 2  (start on Test 30 page 35 and do 1 test a 

day. There are ten questions on each page.  Write the title and numbers 1-10 and the 

answer  for each question.  

http://www.theschoolhub.ie/sample.php
http://www.growinlove.ie/
mailto:trial@growinlove.ie
http://www.rainbow.cjfallon.ie/
http://mycjfallon.ie/


-                   Also available on this website is Figure It Out 2 .   If you are looking for more 

maths  to do work on these topics  Addition with/without regrouping, Money, Time, 

Fractions, Subtraction with/without regrouping, Problems, Graphs ,Calendar, Shapes, Skip 

Counting , Hundreds, Tens and Units, Length and Weight.  

- Maths games here too. Busy at Maths 2- Second Class-Interactive 

- Fun games on mathsplayground.com 

 

             English 

- Go to http://mycjfallon.ie, click on Student Resources, go to Second  Class Online Books and 

click on My Read at Home Book 2  (Do one or two pages each day).     There are five  check 

up questions to do at the end of each page. Do these orally or sometimes write the  

answers. Remember to write full sentences and check for capital letters, full stops and 

spellings. 

- Go to www.my.cjfallon.ie/dashboard/student-resources 

- Click on Primary/2ndClass/English/Wonderland 

- Go to     Feena’s Second Book of Facts. 

 

 

 

 

Gaeilge 

-Go to www.edcolearning.ie 

Username: primaryedcobooks              Password: edco2020 

-Click on  Bua na Cainte 2 

Read two pages each day-     p 22+23, p.24+25, p.26+27, p.30+31, p.32+33 

 

-See   www.tg4.ie/en/player/categories/childrens-tv-shows      to watch more episodes of 

Am Foghlama le Timmy.  

 

(You will find more interesting shows on TG4 from 9:30 – 11:00 every day.) 

 

 

 

 

 

Art 

              See  this week’s Google Classroom assignment.  
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